OCC Outdoor Grow Suggestions

Outdoor cannabis growing is a whole different beast than growing cannabis indoor. Here’s a
simple grow method we suggest for Oklahoma home growers:

1 - Pick your location carefully
Make sure that this location gets as much sun as possible on your property. South
facing hills are the best! Watch where the sun comes up on your property and where it
sets. Make sure there are no structures that block the sun in those spots. If your plants
always start flowering early when you put them out, then you might need to add
supplemental lighting an hour (or more) each day. We suggest getting your plants
outside May 1st - June 1st. The earlier you get them outside, the bigger they will get.

2 - Start with at least a 35 gallon cloth pot
The rule is, the bigger the pot, the bigger the plant. If you want a big one like
commercial growers grow in California, use a a 100-300 gallon cloth pot.
If you place the pot on the bare ground, the roots will most likely go into the
ground. Some people don’t like that, but we have no issue with it unless you have
gophers. If you don’t want your roots to go in the ground, put the pot on a tarp, a pallet,
or on the cement.

3 - Pick your soil, but use a heavier soil than you use indoor
Indoor soil is too light, and will dry out too fast and not retain enough water during those
hot Oklahoma days. {PLEASE DO NOT USE MIRACLE GROW!!!} Soil is expensive,
but you can find cheaper soil or make your own blend using what you have in your yard.
There is a ton of information online on how to make your own soil. We suggest “living
soils,” so try searching for that, or “super soil,” or “Coot’s mix.” Make sure to add
mycorrhizae into your soil mix. You can always add more in your teas and top
dressings. Add beneficial nematodes.
EXTRA: Look into Horizontal Soil System and use 1-3” rocks at the bottom for extra
drainage. Then a layer of sand about 2x higher. Next pour your soil. Leave 3-4 inches
or so at the top for extra top dressings, etc.
4 - Transplant your clone
#1 thing to remember is timing here. Wait until nighttime, once the sun is almost down at
least. Dig an appropriate sized hole and transplant your clone. Give it a nice heavy
watering and saturate the pot.
*Join a grow forum and read as much as you can online about outdoor growing.
**Learn how to make organic teas and about top dressing.
***Post pictures on our Facebook group or tag us on Instagram. #okcloneco
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